
Why People & Organizations
Love Dr. Miriam

“Dr. Miriam gave the opening keynote to a
virtual crowd of over 1600 women
physicians, and she proved to be a
wonderful, inspiring, and uplifting speaker
– the perfect way to kick off our biggest
conference yet. She held everyone's full
attention for an entire virtual hour... and it
was evident that she touched the
audience in a very special way. 

TRUE PROFESSIONALISM

“Thoughtful, prepared, intentional, and

respectful – one of the most highly

attended sessions of our 3-day event. We

are so grateful to have had her expertise

and look forward to opportunities to work

with her again in the future!”

Meg Wallace
Manager

“Her knowledge, humanity and warmth

made it easy to build an event that ended

up being an overwhelming success. I

highly suggest working with Dr. Kirmayer

on events.”

Setareh Ziai MD, FRCSC
Co-Founder & Past-President

Samantha Daoust

“Absolutely outstanding! I already
mentioned how useful and refreshing this
session was to my team. I adored Dr.
Kirmayer's approach. This is going to be
the first presentation that I am going to re-
watch. I would love for her to come back,
and even better, do workshops with her.”

Canadian Innovation Centre for

Mental Health in the Workplace

Government of Canada

DYNAMIC DELIVERY



“Many takeaways both personally and

professionally — research-based, thought-

provoking, excellent job. She tailored many

examples, questions, and stories to our

audience of women physicians, which made it

that much more impactful.”

“A resounding triumph with fantastic

feedback from all participants that laid the

foundation for many great relationships. A

truly remarkable and impactful event!

Grateful for the opportunity to collaborate

with someone who brings a creative flair that

adds that extra touch of magic.”

Iva Kubickova
Global Director, Membership & Marketing

“You would be hard pressed to find a

speaker who delivers her subject matter with

more warmth and authenticity than Miriam.

She is truly an expert who engages her

audience with fascinating insights.”

Elizabeth Weiner

Jewish General Hospital Auxiliary

“Dr. Miriam gave a wonderful speaking

session and Q&A at a brand event for one of

our clients. She did an excellent job of not

only presenting to our group, providing tips to

strengthen friendship amongst the busyness

that comes with adulthood, but she also

made sure to engage the group throughout

her time with us, even as far as staying after

her session to continue conversations. She

was receptive to feedback, open to

collaboration, and was communicative

throughout the entire process. We received

nothing but positive notes from those in

attendance and from our client.”

Meredith Sedgwick

Senior Account Manager, Citizen Relations 

Setareh Ziai MD, FRCSC
Co-Founder & Past-President

“Dr. Miriam made the conversation relatable

and realistic so that everyone could feel

connected or understood. The audience

loved her and provided wonderful feedback.

Needless to say, the event was a huge

success and we hope to work with Miriam

again in the future!”

Emily Trieste

Marketing Events Coordinator,

MeetUp

RESPONSIVE CUSTOMIZATION HUMAN CONNECTOR



“Dr. Miriam was a fantastic resource for our

large group of CEOs. Informative, provocative

and unexpected, persuasive… super

engaging, highly interactive and

conversational, great topic expert, gave the

participants a ton of ‘take home value.’“

Donn Tice

YPO Bay Area

“Dr. Kirmayer provided the group with a fresh

lens to unpack the challenges and

opportunities of virtual connections. Her

presentation was thought provoking and filled

with interesting facts about adult friendships.

At the end, many of the members felt

motivated to continue this line of inquiry,

calling for another meeting to brainstorm."

Kristine Gloria, Ph.D.

Director, Artificial Intelligence

Aspen Digital

“The most incredible talk. Read her material,

listen to her podcasts and go listen to her

speak if you can, you won’t regret it!”

Sidra Rubin

Jewish General Hospital Auxiliary

Dr. Miriam provided content grounded in

science about topics close to audience

members’ hearts, and her ability to invite

self-reflection while maintaining an

engaging pace was appreciated by

participants – comforting & settling during

these recently uncertain times.”

Amanda Gutmanis

Department of Canadian Heritage,

Government of Canada

“I truly think Dr. Miriam Kirmayer is doing

for friendships what Brené Brown has

done for shame”.

M. Caldwell

Managing Partner, 212 Communications

Co-Creator of Working Mom Hour

“You would be hard pressed to find a

speaker who delivers her subject matter with

more warmth and authenticity than Miriam.

She is truly an expert who engages her

audience with fascinating insights.”

Elizabeth Weiner

Jewish General Hospital Auxiliary

RESEARCH BASED CHANGE + GROWTH CATALYST

HEART-CENTERED


